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WUCF extends

SLOWDOWN!

broadcast power
by Cynthia Conlin
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Speedy Betty Benedit of Kappa Delta (on the left, in the lead) loses the slow bike
race to Delta Gamma sister Kerstin Connors on the Green Wednesday. The slovvest
rider who. still _kept the bike upright was declared the winner. (PhoCographerlFU~RE)

Tenth University: BOR
looks for a px-esident

University of Central
Florida's radio station has
been given the approval to exp~nd its wattage to 40,000
from the current 7,900. WUCF
was notified of the approval
early last week by the Federal
Communications Commis~
sion, said Jose MaunezCuadra, general manager of
the. station.
The station had applied for
the expansion because it
"didn't have a strong enough
signal to cover the city that
[it] was licensed to," he said.
The expansion will not occur right away, however.
"It's going to take some
time," Maunez said. "My best

guesstimate, with an emphasis on the guess, is six or seven
months."
There are several reasons
for the delay. First,a conference with engineers must determine the specifications for
necessary equipment, Maunez
explained. The station will
probably need a new antenna
and a new transmitter.
Then the bidding process,
which can take about two
months, will start. The buying
process follows, which is also a
lengthy process because the
new antenna will have to be
built from scratch.
Also required are paperwork
and trial runs. Maunez hopes
to get the expanded range "by

WUCF continued page 3

UCF students represent 116 countries
by Cynthia Conlin
.

.

-

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

students currently enrolled at
Nearly2,000studentsin dethe Fort Myers branch of the
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
gree
programs at UCF are in
University of South Florida.
this
country
with green cards,
The BOR is now in the The USF branch is too small in
representing
a total of 116 difprocess of hiring a president relation to the size of the area,
ferent countries.
for Florida's 10th University and it has a limited range of
A listing of the various counandisexpecting ~~~~~~~~programs being
tries from which·UCF students
to name the new
offered.
have emigrated was recently
presidentbythe
'~ .. the dty [Fort
The nearest
end of April.
Myers} is growing university to Fort put together by the International Student Office.
Presently, sixfiafa~
Myers, besides
The cultural diversity at UCF
nalists have
rapl 'J...
the USF branch,
.is broader than many realize.
is140milesaway.
been narrowed
for the position.
• William Shade As soon as the · The largest amount ofresident
aliens, students with affirmed
Florid a' s
10th university
10th university
BOARD OF REGENTS
opens, the USF
residency but n<?t U.S. citizenship, from one country are the
is scheduled to
branch will close.
Vietnamese. Many of these 101
open in Fort Myers in the fall
"Students in the Fort Myers
students from Vietnam came to
ofl997.
area wishing to attain a
this country to escape the perils
It will serve 10,000 stuTENTH continued page 3
of the Vietnam Warin the early
dents, compared to the 1,000
1970s.
by Jill Quinzi

,,

However, resident aliens are
not the only category of immigrants, though they do make up
967 of the total 1,993 students
from different countries. International students comprise 626
of the immigrants, and 400 students are studyingin the United
States in various programs. The
remaining 233 students are in
continuing education programs
rather than studying for a degree.
The highest number of total
immigrants are from Japan,
with a total of154 students. The
second highest number of total
immigrants is from India, with
144 students. Countries that
follow closely behind are China,
with 93 students, 1 7 of which
are resident aliens, and the
United Kingdom, which has 91
total students, 69 of which are

here on green cards.
Canada-follows with 79 total
representative students. Next
are the 69 Brazilians, 68 J amaican s, 60 Iranians, 54
Columbians and 41 students
from Taiwan. Thirty-nine students are Venezuelan, and 37
are from Trinidad and Tobago.
From Lebanon, thereare33students, and both Pakistan and
Germany each have 32 students.
Closely following are: The
Philippines with 31 students,
France 26, Saudi Arabia, Jordan and Morocco each with 24,
Peru, 23, and Guyana with 20
students at UCF.
The countries from which
each have 11-19 students representingthem are (alphabetically) Argentina, the Bahamas,

FOREIGN continued page 3

Volunteers dedicate time to youth, food to hungry, homeless
t.o the need for more people to become involved.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
"Volunteershelp t.ofeed thehunNational Volunteer Week is gry," said Ginger Bowman, the
center's executive director. 'They
less than a month away.
More than 94 million poople - council at-risk youth and, in special
nationwide have participated in cases, have banded together to crevolunteeringfromrounselingteens ate new services."
Now,anewgenerationofvolunto staying in school to working
teershas emerged. Clubs and orgawith the hungry and homeless.
The Points of Light Founda- nizations on campus dedicate their
tion sponsors National Volunteer time and membership t.o philanWeek to honor those who reach thropy and fund raising.
Fraternities and sororities are
out to others and t.o call attention

by Mickie Matrisciani

infamous for their a round- the- need for rommunity improvement.
clock volunteer pro- ~~~~~~~~~ "Our organization encourages
grams. They raise
junior achievemoney and perform
"Volunteers ...
ment," said Dercharity work for chilhave banded ... rick
Thomas, the
dren hospitals, cancer
toaeatenew
director oftheAfresearch and child
rican-American
services.,,
abuse. Volunteering is
Student Union.
not dominated by
·Ginger Bowman
"This program
Greeks. EthnicandspePOINTS OF UGHT
teachesbusiness
cial interest groups, as
skills to elemenwellasserviceandaca- - - - - - - - demic fraternities are taking over truy school-level children."
The AASU also participates in
the spotlight to meet the rising

CLASSIFIEDS page 6

·-

Teach-In 2000. The club has also
been recognized for its work with
big brother and big sister programs. These programs emphasize that enriching children enhances the future.
UCFs sociology club, directed
by Sandra Hill, gears itselft.oward
service.
Duringthe holidays, the sociology club volunteers time to children, the homeless and improving
the Central Florida community
ona whole.
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Arbour Village Apartn1ents

Arbour Village •.. Nature's Beauty Surrounds You.

•

The freshness of country living with the convenience of
urban-life. Lush landscaping, towering pines and oaks, aj1d a
park-like atmosphere complement Arbour Village. Just
walking distance to UCF .
• 2 laundry facilities
• 2 swimming pools
• Professional management
•Exercise Room

• Oversized walk-in closets
.Small pets accepted
• Volleyball/ 2 tennis courts
•Sauna

FURNISHED APAATMENT$- ~VAILABLE
11600 MacKay Boulevard • Orlando, Florida 32826

( 407) 282-7333

•
•

•
•

BAKERY A RESTAURANT

The Authentic French Bakery * Restaurant
Eat in or Take out
"7~

'2Je4-(:
French Sandwich & Pate Chaud

Also serving traditional
French Lunches & Dinners
• French bread
• Cake
• Croissants
• Pastries
• Cookies
• Breakfast
• Quiches

•
•

•
•

• Soups

Please present this ad to receive
.1 o% off lunch and dinner

•
Located RIGHT ACROSS
from UCF Next to
UC6 Cinem~

382-2871

UnlverBlty Shoppee
12247 Unlverel"ty Boulevard

•

Orlando, Florida 32817

•
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Students protest firing of their art teacher
College Press Service

•

..

NORTHRIDGE, Calif.- About two dozen California State University-Northridge students barricaded
themselves inside the university president's office to
protest the firing of a student teacher who asked them
to draw nude pictures of themselves.
The Feb. 17 protest, which ended peacefully with no
arrests, highlighted the case ofRupert Carl Stechman,
25, a former graduate teaching associate who claims
his views are being censored by the university.
"They're trying to expel me now," said Stechman,
who is studying for a master's degree in art. "It's pretty
stressful."
Stechman's faculty supervisor, Marvin Harden, ordered him to cancel the assignment since he felt it was
inappropriate for a beginning art class. Instead,
Stech man gave students the option ofdoing the assignment or drawing a still life. About 90 percent of the

students turned in the nude self-portraits and not the of personnel.
A CSUN spokesperson denied that censorship
still life, Stechman said.
On Feb. 15, Stechman was fired. When he told his was involved. "Northridge isn't puritanical," said
students two days later, the class angrily
Kaine Thompson, a CSUN spokespermarched out and locked themselves inside
son. "It has nothing to do with censorCSUN President Blenda Wilson's confership. He was not censored fior do1'ng
"/ think it's
ence room. Stechman conducted class for
nude assignments. He was under the
the students and even tried ordering pizza.
censorship... JI supervision of the [art] department to
The pro.t est ended peacefully at noon.
do basic fundamentals of objects."
Stechman said he was told to cancel the
Stechman admitted he w~ wrong to
assignment after a parent of one of his
·Rupert Carl assignthenudeself-portraitsafterHarden
students complained.
Stechman asked him to cancelthe assignment. Buthe
"I think it's censorship in the sense that
CALIFORNIA STATE
did not think that justified his firing. Nor
I am a peer of the students and we have
does he think he should be expelled for
participating in a campus protest.
different needs than the faculty has. Most of
my students like doing this. It's discovering who we
He is still waiting to hear from the university ifhe will
are," Stechman said.
be expelled.
Hard~n could not be reached for a comment. U niver"I'm only one class away from my degree. If I get
sity officials confirmed the firing, but they were unable expelled, I would .n ever get into another university,"
to discuss the details because they said it was an issue he said.

WUCF expands beyond Central
Rorida to reach dedicated listeners

========

AND THE WINNER IS ...

WUCF
FROM PAGE 1
November or December of this year."
When the expansion goes into effect, people will be able to listen
· to WUCF in areas such as Apopka, Pine Hills, Volusia County,
beyond Christmas, Southmere and beyond Geneva, and signals
will even be available near Kissimmee. Though WUCF reaches
some of°these areas now, the signals are very weak. The 40,000
watts will produce a city grade signal, which Maunez said is a "high
quality signal in a specific area."
There is one area in Titusville, said Maunez, where WUCFs
signal can only be heard on one side ofI-95. He said that residents
there drive to the other side of the interstate so that they can listen
in their car_s to the station's bluegrass show on Sundays.
"Hopefully they won't have to do that now," Maunez said.
Other devoted listeners have done things such as building their
own antennae so that they could hear a faded signal of WUCF in
Kissimmee. With the new wattage, they will be able to get the
station in stereo.
As far as programming is concerned, "we d.on't expect any major
changes," said MaWlez.
Originally the station wanted 100,000 watts, "but that became
a losing battle a few years ago," Maunez said. ·The reason for this
is that Jacksonville has a station with WUCFs same call number,
89.9, and the signals would interfere with each other.

BOR narrows candidates for
president of the 10th university
TENTH
FROM PAGE 1
bachelor's degree have a very difficult time doing so," said Patrick
Riordan, director of public information at the Board of Regents.
The BOR is trying to persuade the state legislature to raise taxes in
order to fund the new university. The lottery will also provide a large
portion of the funding. Money for the construction of the school is
already in the budget. The BOR is fighting to keep the state legislature
from diverting money from other state universities.
'TheuniversitywillbebuiltinFortMyersbecausethecityisgrowing
rapidly and has been determined to be the most Wlder-served area in
the state," said William Shade, vice chancellor for public affairs-of the

BOR
The BOR anticipates an increase of 80,000 students in Florida
within the next 10 years, so demand for another university is high. A
steadily increasing number of students who apply to universities in
Florida are already being turned down.
The university will primarily serve commuter students from nearby
counties such as Lee, Charlotte, Glades, Hendiyand Collier. It will focus
on undergraduate education in areas such as arts and science, business
and education.
"A special emphasis will be put on environmental courses because
the university will be located near the everglades," Shade said
The state legislature has not chosen a name for the university,
although many proposals have been made.

UCF hosts variety of foreign st-Jdents
TENTH
FROM PAGE 1
Cuba (15 students from the
closest country to Florida), Ee-

uador, Egypt, Haiti (17), Hong
Kong, Indonesia, Italy, Malaysia, Mexico, Norway,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,
Syria, Thailand, and Turkey.

Amy R~ese, the for~er Miss UCF, placed the victory sash on Kimberly
Sarubb1, the new Miss UCF, Monday night in the Student Center Auditorium. Miss Sarubbi is shown here in her evening gown. <D•hoogtFUTURE)

~~~~~Announcements~~~~~
Joumalism in the '90s

standouts Michael Tho"l'50n and
They will be having a basketball tournament featuring
UCF's chaj'.ier of the Society of Gary Paben.
Apreviewoftheperformanceof · local celebrities and will be
Professional Journalists will
present a panel discussion on "Voices" is being held for students, giving away free prizes courgetting a job in the CO!llletitive field people ivingwith AIDS, andvok.m- tesy of XL 106.7. The tournateers. ltstartsat7:15p.m. Thursday ment is at 7 p.m. Monday in
of commurications.
the UCF Arena.
The discussion will be heldfrom at the Tupperware Audtorium.
Tickets can be purchased for
1-3p.m.FridayinPhilipsHall Room
220. The following speakers wilf $10 atthe UCF HIV-AIDS Institute, Golden Key Shadow
share their insights: WFTV Chan- HPB Room 350, or at the Kiosk.
Days
''Voices" was written by Central
nel 9 News Producer Steve
Golden Key National Honor
Shavarie, WGTO 540-AM "Voice Floridanswhoareaffededby AIDS.
Society
is sponsoring the
oftheUCFKnights,"RobertSegal, This musical will convey to the audiShadow
Days
Program. Local
Or1ando Business Journal Edtor ence the thoughts, feelings and the
high
school
students will
Kent Hoover and Meda Con&Jlt- ·voices of people affected bythe HIV
shadow
a
UCF
student for a
ant Dave Richardson. Call 823- virus.
day. The day will begin at 8:45
3954 for rrore infonnation.
a.m. Friday in the Student Or"A Night in India''
ganization Lounge. All Golden
The International Student As&r Key and Phi Eta Sigma memSymphony Under the
ciation
invites the UCF commurity bers are welcome to particiStars
to"ANightin
lnda"from5:30-7p.m. pate. Call Dennis at381-5750
Come join John C. Whitney
Sunday
in
the
University Dining or Mike at 277-7829.
and the UCF Community OrchesRoom.
Indian
music,
dance and a
tra in the celebration of a UCF
fashiOn
show
will
all
be
a part of the
tradition, "Syrrphony Under the
Local Band Showevering.
CorrpimentarylndandesStars."The celebration is at 7 p.m.
case
serts will be served.
April 1 at the Reflecting Pond.
The Campus Activities
Board will be sponsonng a loUCF for Bosnia
Voices
cal band showcase from noon
The Muslim Studert Associa- to 1 a.m. on April 3 en the UCF
"Voices ... ATime To Listen," is
a spectacular show prodJced in tion; African American Student Green. It will feature 12 local
Central Florida. The everi is co- Union, Hisparic American Student bands of all styles of music as
chaired by Burt Reynolds, Loni Assoiation , aro other Greek Let- well as an art show sponsored
Anderson, Mi$ America 1993 tered Qrganizations wil be hostirrJ by the Art Alliance. The show
Leanza Comettarxf prociJcedand "UCF for Bosria, Restoring rkJman will be free. Catt 823-2611.
drected by Walt Disney Wor1d Digity, Together."
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Closing of the Naval
Training Center may
provide opporbmities

I
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ince the potential closing of Orlando's
Naval Training Center now appears to
be an obvious inevitability for the area,
it seems to be in the best interests of residents of the Centrill Florid& area to begin
thinking in terms of what to -do with the
facility.
Numerous suggestions have already been
mentioned among residents and in the Letters-to-the-Editor section ofthe Orlando Sentinel, some of them good and some of them
outright wacky.
We even heard one student suggest the
grounds of the NTC would be perfect for a
new branch campus for UCF. There would
certainly be plenty of dorm rooms to go
around.
Many _o f the complaints made concerning
the inclusion of Orlando on the base hit-list
may well be legitimate. Of course, Florida
went Rep~blican in the last election so that,
while it might be hard to prove, that factor
MIGHT have figured into th~ q~cj8-ion._
Maybe politics were involved in these decisions; maybe they weren't. That is beside the .
CAMPUS COMMENTARY
point at this juncture of time.
other Nature has a problem to deal with.
The way Orlando could perhaps best serve
It seems that the human species is beits own purposes is by accepting the inevicoming too large for the good of the rest of
table situation of the base-closing, bite the the planet's living creatures.
bullet and then lead the way in the nation in
Think about it; some of the world's biggest probdemonstrating its willingness to make the lems are a result of the massive and evergrowing
"sacrifices" that President Bill Clinton has , number of people. Rainforests are being cut down to

'

•

(AND So l>O

we-!)

MODERN AG.E'S
CR USA De~

Is AIDS just Nature's plan?
Tony Whitten

M

asked.for.
One way to turn such a .s ituation to our
own advantage would be to begin thinking
regionally rather than locally. If _ as a
·

region - a delegation from Central Florida
approached the administration and said, fine,
we are ready to let the bases go that you have
requested to be closed down. However, there
are certain areas that we think need to be
attended in return for our willingness to give
up easily on the NTC.
We would like to see the Clinton Administration commit to more funding of the space
station, which would greatly contribute to
the regional economy.
There is also important research going on
right here at UCF with respect to solar energy. Some additional funds would be a nice
addition to that budget.
The closing of the base is going to be
devestating; on that point there can be no
doubt. What is more important is that we not
get bogged down in whining and woundlicking, but rather see this as an opportunity
to develop new and innovative alternatives
to take the place of the income and revenue
the NTC has supplied for years.
·c'mon Central Florida~ let's rally together
and make something happen!
News Editor
Sports Editor
Entertainment Editor
Opinion Editor
Copy Editor
Photo Editor
Art Director
Production Manager

Jill Kreuger
Jenny Duncanson
Cliff VanZandt
Francis J. Allman
Lisa Tulibacki
Michael DeHoog
Dack Nehring
Jennifer Schutte

c1ear land for cattle. Why? To feed all the people.
Factories spew toxins into the.atmosphere and build
up huge amounts of waste because they are making
products for millions and millions of people. The
people themselves kill 'animals, overlook hazards,
· rape the land and even fight each other to make the
big bucks. But to make the big bucks there has to be
lots and lots of people willing to pay. Entire species
· are dying by the dozens each day, according to the
latest statistics.
Mother Nature is crying out because her children
are dying off. She loves all her species, from microbes
to fungi to blue whales. But to save the majority of
her species, her only alternative is to reduce ours.
How, though?
There are three basic ways Nature can reduce a
species population: Natural disaster, natural predator or disease. Mother Nature couldn't use massive
earthquakes and typhoons against us because.that
would kill other species as well. It's not specific
enough. And mankind has no natural enemies, no
predator to keep ~our numbers down the way the lion
feeds on the wildebeest. So Nature is left with the
last choice - disease.
Yes, a disease would spit the job perfectly. Not all
humans are a nasty threat, but Nature cannot distinguish individuals in the group; she only sees the
species as a whole. So all must be susceptible to

infection, not just the major offenders of nature.
Some sort of virus would work, Mother Nature
thinks. A vicious virus, one like no other. Ah, but she
has already installed an immune system in humans
to take care of such things. This new virus could
attack the immune system, make the humans vu1nerable to diseases already on the planet. Some
human-immunodeficiency virus that could be transmitted only by the act of reproduction, thereby not
making the disease too catchy and destroying the
entire population, but prevent people from reproducing and infecting the future generation if they do.
And if the virus is carried in other bodily fluids as
well- so be it, says Nature.
AIDS is Nature's response to our growing numbers and threat. The HIV virus is specifically designed to reduce the human population and prevent
us from having as many offspring as we do. I have
heard of' no other disease like this in any other
species on Earth. AIDS has been unleashed and ifit's
purpose is what I have stated, it is doing its job well
and will continue to do so. Sadly, despite all our
efforts, I don't think-Nature will allow a cure for it
anytime soon. AIDS will run its course. It is the
plague of the modern world, and though it will not
kill all the humans, there will not be as many around
in years to come, despite statistics of the next baby
boom. We have sinned against nature, and we are
paying. Without the huge population of consumers,
there will be no market for all that beef and no people ·
to give the factories any business;
I apologize if I seem cold. AIDS is a terrible
epidemic, and I believe funding and research for a
cure should go on. I would not wish AIDS on my worst
enemy, but no one is immune. With our intelligence
we can help prevent its spread and heip those who
already carry it. It is terrible that many will die from
AIDS, but from a global standpoint, right now the
earth just might need it.
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Pro-Lifer undertakes abortion explanation
Joey Rod.ems
CAMPUS COMMENTARY
n my three years at UCF, I have not seen a single
clear explanation of what it means to be ProLife. Therefore, I will undertake the task.
The average pro-life person believes that a higher
power than himself created the world. We often call
Him God. In the 1990's, for some reason, a person
who mentions God is a religious nut, a fundamentalist, or a member of the dreaded "religious right." Let
me clarify that I have been to church less than 30
times in my 22 years and have read maybe 20 pages
of the Bible. I did get the impression that one should
not kill another except in self defense.
During my first 19 years of life, I believed that abortion
should be a personal choice and was not my business.
However, to my surprise, onedaymyfathermentioned the
fact that he was anti-abortion and thus pro-life.
After reviewing my reasons for being pro-abortion, I came to the realization that my only reasons
were to the effects of: what if I am not ready? What
would all of my friends think? Or what about all of
my plans?
Then, I thought about what it meant for a girl to

I

have an abortion. First, she must have sexual intercourse with a male human being. Second, she must
become pregnant as a result. Third, she must decide
that she does not want to have a baby for whatever
reason. Finally, she must go and have an abortion.
Most rational people will agree that life begins at the
pointoffertilizationofthefemale'seggbythemale'ssperm,
as that is the point at where each of our existence began.
Thus, the zygote (fertilized egg) is alive.
Now, going back t.o the aforementioned four steps of
abortion, where could the abortion be prevented? At
step four, she could decide not to have an abortion. At
step three, she could decide that she wants the baby. At
step two, she could not become pregnant as opposed to
becoming pregnant. At step one, she could decide not to
have sexual intercourse (unless she was raped). ,
Let's concentrate on steps one and two. Step two is
preventable ifthe girl does not become pregnant. Many
birth control devices and chemicals have been devised
for just that purpose. If a girl does not have sexual
intercourse with a man, she cannot become pregnant.
For anyone who has not been raped, this is nothing
more than a matter of choice.
Many feel that these are not desirable alternatives.
So, they try to break the chain at steps three and four.
Guess what? It is too late; pregnancy has begun. The
only way not to be pregnant is to literally and physically

Why Not
• ••8oMB IN WORLD
TRADE CEf\JfER! •••
TERRoR\STS SuSPECTEU!

Bill Cushing
WHAT'S NEXT?

.H

ave you noticed h?w
most of the maJor
news ·stories over
the past several weeks have
all dealt with religious nuts
from Texas?
In Pensacola, a Bibletoting, churchgoing, GodfearingTexan shows his high
regard for human life by murdering someone. Meanwhile,
in the home state itself,
David Koresh (aka Jesus Christ) continues to hold off
federal agents from the department of Alcohol, Tobacco
and Firearms with a very Christlike arsenal inside a
very Christlike fortress.
Leaving the right-to-life murderer alone for a bit, it
is the situation in Waco that really raises more than a
few questions, the first one dealing with Koresh/Christ
himself.
Here is a man who insists that he is Jesus Christ, son
of God and all the rest. He tells authorities that, if they
will at.aped message he gives them, he will surrender.
They broadcast the tape on radio; he doesn't give up.
In effect, Jesus Christ just went back on his wordhe lied.
I mean, if you can't depend on Jesus these days, who
can you trust?
Of course, ever since the st.ory broke and has dragged
on and on and on, many questions have come up
surrounding the event.
Have the Branch Davidians been singled out as a
scapegoat by an oppressive government agency?
Are they guilty of anything more than just being
another in an endless line of religious kooks?
-

ai;

Will this finally make people realize that we need
some realistic gun control legislation in this country?
Are there any circumstances under which Koresh/
Christ really CAN sing?
·
·
But the bigger question surrounds the ATF agents
themsevles, or at least the higher-ups in the organization.
Here was what the Associated Press st.ory described
as a "meticulously planned" raid and the initial results
were four feds killed during the first wave. That doesn't
sound like very "meticulous" planning to me.
N~w, the story goes that the group received a phone
call tipping them off to the raid and this may be true,
and that only points to a leak within the agency itself.
But there are some other security elements at work here.
The Sunday morning of the raid, the Orlando Sentinel ran an investigative st.ory on the Branch Davidians.
One must presume that similar stories ran in other
papers around the nation, perhaps even in Waco.
So David Koresh/Jesus Christ wakes up Sunday

end the life of the baby. This is called abortion. A wasto-be person that was living is now dead.
Those people who are commonly referred as prolifers are saying that people do have two choices to
make: whether to have sex and whether to prevent
pregnancy if they choose to have sex. Rational people
cannot refute the fact that there is no justification for
abortion with the exception of rape-related pregnancies, because pregnancy is preventable at the decision
whether to have sex and at the decision whether to
prevent pregnancy.
Now comes a touchy and spiritually difficult subject:
I cannot say how I would react if my (someday) wife
were raped, let alone pregnant as a result. My first
thought probably would be to kill the rapist and hate
the baby. However, knowing what I have just explained, I would try in my heart to love the baby
because, after all, babies are innocent.
Regardless, killing someone because he is unwanted
or inconvenient is not moral and should not be legal. .
Five'llgetcha ten that the upcoming case of the "doctor"
who tore the arm off of an eighth-month fetus (who
today is a beautiful baby girl) blasts Roe v. Wade into
the archives.
Joey Rodems is a business major and in no way
connected with the staff of The Future

Chris Besaw
\Hf\NK GOD -rHEY

..,-REAT THE\R

PE\~
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morning and reads how he and his followers are under
investigation for storing up ·a cache of arms. Now
Koresh/Christ may be a nut but he is surely no idiot.
And it doesn't take a rocket scientist to figure out that,
when your survivalist enclave is under some serious
investigation, it is a good idea to keep a watchful eye
open and maybe to double lock the door today.
On top of all that, it was later learned that ATF
officials were talking to one of the Branch Davidian
deserters trying to get a map of the compound's floor
plan so that they could go in and do what they couldn't
accomplish on the first day of th~ raid.
Once again, we see some fine preliminary intelligence work being done here.
The results speak for themselves.
And, in this nation's "intelligence" or "covert operations" community, the story seems to be the same in
recent memory.
Although the Central Intelligence Agency rallies
itself around the fact thafit saw the Berlin Wall coming
down, it missed out on such items as the hardliner coup
in the last days of Soviet Russia a year or so ago as well
as Iraq's invasion of Kuwait before that.
. In fact, that group hasn't doen a whole lot since the
Soviet defect.or wellspring dried up. Any decent intelligence work has been accomplished
And as for the wall coming tumblin' down, it sure
didn't take much covert activity to see THAT happening. Anyone who kept up with the news .of the year or
so before that event could have predicted it with all the
accuracy of the CIA
The question remains: why are we pouring hundreds of millions of dollars (much of it unaccounted for
in the name of "national security," the government's
ultimate security blanket) into an organization that
quite obviously doesn't seem t.o be too effective.
After all, we already have Congress to throw its
collective hands up in the air, hunch its shoulders and
say, "Gosh. How did that happen?"
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GREEK CORNER
DELTA SIGMA Pl
Pledge picnic is rescheduled for this
weekend. Sat. business seminar is
cancelled. Pledges, start making your
paddles. Happy b-day Lisa. Proud to
be a Deltasig !!I
TAU KAPPA EPSILON

Mike S. congrads on new hair. Guy your
doing a good job on the diet! Kaylor
who are you kidding! Ken we all loved
your Q. SG get a tan! CJ lets go for a
bke ride. NP I'm so depressed. little
Dean Japanese bagel. Woody nice
Woody. Curly cut your hair cut JN Buck0-5. Thanks to all the guys who helped
out with greek week. Teke Y{eek '93.
DELTA TAU DELTA
.1T.1 SNAKE BITE PARTY
SAT. MAR. 27AT10PM
LIVE DJ AT THE DELT HOUSEi
All UCF WELCOME!
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Island Party 1993-nothing more need
be said. Hope everyone has recovered
and is ready to do up greek week! Good
luck to all involved and a hearty thanks
to Ms. Martin for a job well done! TBMT
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Congratulations to all of our new
brothers! Brothers, you did an excellent
job this weekend! Retreat is this weekend. It will be awesome so grab a sleeping bag & CU there~

DO bash at the TKE house. live band,
Shock lizard. Party starts at 9:00pm
on Saturday.

and requiring new employees to have
computer experience. Our MISA office
is located in room 362 of the business
administration.
Attention Golden Key & Phi Eta Sigma
members! General meeting Thursday
March 25 SC 217 7:00pm .
Returning to school? If you are in an
unusual situation and need help or
advice, call Gina at 823-2191.
Nat'I Organization for Women (NOW)
invites you to a picnic. It will be on
Sunday, March 28th from 10:30am to
1:OOpm. Potluck-bring food to share.
RSVP ~poss. 263-4202. This event held
at lk. Claire.

2 br 2 ba townhouse for rent walking
distance to campus. Available now $450
David 249-2865.

FOR RENT

*Sherwood Forest*
312 and 2/2 Available for Immediate
Occupancy Call OMV Properties Inc.
657-1967
Biweekly contract student apartment
very good rate please call 273-1500.
Hidden Oaks condo. Goldenrod Rd &
UCF Blvd. 3 bdrm 2 1/2bath. End unit.
Washer/dryer, microwave. $650 +
deposit. Immediate occupancy call
647-3177.

QC COMPUTER
aka SHAREWARE-TO-GO OF ORLANDO

DISCOUNTED COMPUTER BOOKS, ACCESSORIES,
PRINTER RIBBONS, CABLES, ETC.
DISCOUNTED SOFfWARES, AS LOW AS i.L22

EXTRA DISCOUNTS TO STUDENTS & FACULTIES

TEL: 679-3551
2721 N. FORSYTH ROAD, WINTER PARK

New 486NGA color $895 or 386/VGA
$733 used computer, desk & printer
$250 upgrades, repairs, trade-ins
869-8894.
SIS waterbed: 4drwrs, headboard, and
heater call Jay at 281-6077

Computer-leading edge xt wlenhanced
speed. Hercules graphics, 5.25"
internal/ 3.5" external, 40 meg hd,
$300/obo Call 898-9450.
Sailboat 17' MFG Sidewinder. Needs
some work, all parts/equip. included
$650/obO. Call 898-9450.
Sailboat 16' AMF Alcort, Flying Fish.
Cat-rigged daysailer, trailer included.
$1100/obo. Call 898-9450.
1yr. bedroom set. $600. 671-9950.
Kenmore series 60 heavy duty washer/
dryer set multiple speeds/water levels
automatic dryer settings great condition!
$225 for set. Call 671-8999.
For sale: 2 Pioneer 3ft. floor speakers.
3 way speaker system 150w excellent
condition. Set $150 call 365-6137.
Loveseat-like new, must sell. Call
678-4450. $100 obo.
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lifeguard/swim instructor position
available at local country club. Call
Marc at 384-7017 between 1:00-5:00
for more info.
Ambitious out-going self-starter for
side-line income. To find out more, call
Rob Tonneberger at 324-5776.

SERVICES
RPS needs pit package handlers from
3-7 am $7 per hour. Call 297-3715.

FOR SALE

UCF/VCC student wanted to share 312
house w/own room, 114 utilities.
$185/mo. Call Richard asap 381-1785.

'92 Mitsubishi Eclipse, burgundy, 5 spd,
ac/am-fm stereo. 17000 miles $1000
and assume payments. Call 671-6125

For rent: 3bed/2bath w/washer, dryer,
1 mile from UCF. $600 per month. Call
(813) 439-6933 or (407) 366-4405.

Need F N/S to share room and bath in
2br/2 1/2 ba twnhs. $121 + 1/4util. Near
UCF. Call 273-3268.

NS F needed to share 2bd2ba apt near
UCF call Ashley 658-4710.

1989 Dodge Daytona. Great condition.
$4125. Call Tami; 671-9950.

HELP WANTED

Attractive 2 bedroom apt. walk to UCF
$420.00 a month 363-5636.

Clean, NS female to share 2br/2ba apt.
in Alafaya Woods. $263 per mo. plus
1/2 utilities. Call Tammy at 365-6203. ·

AUTOS

Condo 2bed/2bath Fox Hunt, spa, all
appl., wash/dryer, $575, 847-0565.

FINS wanted to share 2bd/2 1/2ba townhouse in Cambridge Circle with w/d.
$260 mo. Call Karly 823-4116 Iv msg.

AA meeting every Wednesday 12 noon
SC 211.

•

Sherwood Forest, 2/2, washer, dryer,
ceiling fans $525 mo. & dep 331-9334.

ROOMMATES

Free Apartment Finding Service
Apartment Locator Specialists, Inc.
3300 University Suite 246 657-8282

Management Info. Systems Assoc.
MISA is an organization dedicated to
preparing students for a future in the
field of information systems. We have
workshops to help improve computer
skills and improve your resume.
Employers are increasingly looking for

Rooms for rent-summer term-males
only-fraternity house, all utils. induded,
cable, full kitchen, pool table, games,
private bath, $200-300 call for details
872-0373.

Duplex for rent. Has washer/dryer.
2bedroom/2bath. 1/2 mile from UCF.
Contact 273-7435 available April.

CLUB INFO

Dr. Tolson Director of Player Development for Orlando Magic at FCA Thur.
7:00pm WDSC.
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Cruise Ships Now Hiring-eam $2000+/
month & world travel (Hawaii, Mexico,
the Caribbean, etc.) Holiday, summer
and career employment available. No
experience necessary. For employment program call 1-206-634-0468 ext.
C5418.

Greeks & clubs raise a cool $1000 in
just one week! Plus $1000 for the
member who calls! And a free igloo
cooler if you qualify. Call
_ 1-800-932-0528, ext. 65.

Baby Haven-a 4C early learning
center. Hours 6am to 6pm ages 6
weeks to 6 years full time weekly rates
start at $50 a challenging and
rewarding environment for your child.
8414 E. Colonial tel: 282-6226.

Hypnotherapy: a way to ch:mge
your feelings, thoughts or habitsi
make them acceptable to you,
positive results guaranteed, free
consultation. 898-1016.

TYPISTS
WP, EDITING: APA, ML.A, etc. 366-0538

International Employment-make
$2000+/month teaching basic
conversational English abroad. Japan
& Taiwan. No previous training
re::;uire:i. F-:>r cmplo~·ment program call
(206) 632-1146 ext. J5418.

WORDMASTERS 2n·9600
Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
WordPerfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.
Fast*Professional•Accurate

Free room & board & small allowance
in exchanga for childcare 657-8859.
Alaska Summer Employment-fisheries.
Earn $600+/week in canneries or
$4000+/month on fishing boats. Free
transportation! Room & board! Male or
female. For employment program call
1-206-545-4155 ext. A5418.
Students build your sales
experience*add to your resume*work
with the Orange County Public School
Board*p/t and flt positions
available*send resume to "The
Adventure Card", P. 0. Box 579,
Winter Park, FL 32790 Attn: Chris
Hinton .

KCO INC Typing/ $1.50/ 658-9074
Word Processing. Near UCF.
366-0556
Typing/Wordprocessing. Reasonable.
WordPerfect 5.1. BA English.
382-8599.
Term papers & resumes at terrific rates
281-8888 M-S 9-9 dsktop & WP 5.1

TUTORS
Accounting Tutor
CPA/former college instructor.
Very experienced.
Call Loretta at 629-1932.

'Q·ZAR-: THE LIVE ACTION
LASER GAME HITS TOWN
3855 East
Opposite
the AM.C
Fashion
Village 8
thea!re

ll

Cotonial
Drive

Reservations
895·8291
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Will the NFL's 18-week season bore fans?
Jenny Duncanson
A.
~

OFFSIDES
Football fans across the country are rejoicing. The NFL big-wigs have finished
their meetings and they are going to give
fanswhatwehavewantedforyears-more
football.
Or-atleastitwillseemthatway.Atthe
NFL's winter meetings, the broadcast committee is expected to approve an expanded
seasonfor1992-93. The move would stretch
the current season to 16 games played over
18 weeks. That's right--18 glorious weeks
ofall the gridiron action youdesire. A sports
lovers dream come true. (The couch will be
warm on Swiday's this fall.)
The restructuring of the season will allow onemoreweekendofaction to be broadcast on television. (Yeah!) It will also saturatetheholidays with more games. Add the
extra games to the college bowl game lineup and the NBA games televised over the
holidays and sports fans will have a banner
year. Now that's a Christmas present! can't

';13./c'~

"

Another change widerthenewformatis
each team receivingtwo bye weeks.And the
committee is working on scheduling all the
idle weeks by the end of the first half or
three-fifths ofthe way through the season.
More teams will be idle on any given weekend, six or eight at a time instead of four.
Teams with a late season bye will no longer
have an advantage, gettingrestnearcrunch
time.Theproposalalsoprovidesforonlyone
week between the championship games
and the Super Bowl. After all, why should
they get an extra week of rest and make us
sitthroughanextraweekofhype?Wewant
more football not media hype.
Stand and cheer football fans, finally-

Trace Trylko
OFFICIAL WORD
The NFL's planned move to a 16-game
season over 18 weeks will water down
television coverage and will bore fans. rm
not against expanding the season, but why
not add games instead of simply adding
weeks to the calendar?
The move is designed to accomodate
improved TV network contracts. Yes, the
bottomlineisonceagainatplay.Eachteam
will receive two bye weeks and we will
probahlybeforcedtowatchan excitingNew

game would be our biggest weakness and obviously depth. It'shard
for five or six players to play the
FROM PAGE 8
full 40 minutes.
•
very good games for us. We CFF: What were the team's
executed throughout and did strengths?
the things we needed to do. We Richardson: Wehadsomeyoung
played well on a number of players that accepted the chaloccasions, it was just a matter lenge and worked hard to make it
of executing late in the game. through a very difficult season.
CFF: What were the team's That was the bright spot as far as
weaknesses?
rm concerned. It would have been
Richardson: Inexperience. Many easy for them to give up and quit.
of our players really didn't even Wemanagedtogetthepointacross
have game experience at the Divi- that it wasn't about winning, it
sion I level. I would say that inex- wasaboutdoingthebesttheycould
perience and knowledge of the and winning within themselves.

RICHARDSON

All Ne"" ShoW'!

A 1 l'EliNATIVE
LASER STATIC

Bring Friends .. .
Roommates .. .
and Money!!!

The best in alternative music takes to the cosmos
thanks to the help of WXXL's Surfer Dave
Every Friday Night • Cost $5.00
9:00 p.m. - Alternative Laser Static
10:30 p.m - Alternative Laser Static
Midnight - RUSH

...

Every Saturday Night • Cost $5.00
9:00 p.m. - RUSH
10:30 p.m - Alternative Laser Static
Midnight - PINK FLOYD - The Wall
Seating is limited and on a first-come, first-served basis
prices and shows subied to change without notice.
~~

Sponsored by The Orlando Sentinel

~t~ Orlando Science Center I John Young Planetarium

t<t~
(;

810 E. Rollins Street• Orlando FL32803 • 407-896-7151
Take 1-4 to exit 43, 1/4 mile East on left in Loch Haven Park.
1

. Belz Factory
·Outlet World

OUTLET·

Mall 2
363-4670

10% $tudent discount ori rogular ·mer-chandise with UCF ID

~yea bike to tbe

. 1167ll'l'IJlllS11J(>bie repai ~ce Every Wednesday , 9 - 2 pro. across fron) tl)e Wid Pizza-00= caqxis

Sports
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_D iamond Knights knock cover
off ball and dump Big Red, 12-1
the ninth, he lost his control and walked games of the year came to a halt in the
three,
gave up one hit and a run. Still, the eighth. Big Red starting pitcher Matt
STAFF REPORTER
game was far out ofreach for the Big Red. Herrick was replaced by Michael
Despite a rain storm which lasted
The game was over by the third inning MacManus, who thought the strike zone ,
most of the game, UCF starting pitcher . with another fiery performance by UCF was home plate. He walked four and
Joe Wagner was in the zone. He let the bats. In the second, third baseman Eddy gave up one hit from the five batters he
Cornell Big Red's lead off hitter get a Garcia doubled and was driven in by a faced. He walked in two runs. In the
base hit. Afterwards, there would be no sacrifice fly from right fielder Scott inning, the Knights scored seven runs on
more, as he retired the next 18 batters Loubier.
four hits, five walks.
he faced, leading the Diamond Knights
In the third, left fielder Alex Morales
"I was hoping for a shut out," UCF
(14-15) to a 12-1 blow out win Tuesday was Mt by a pitch. He promptly stole Head Coach Jay Bergman said. "But it's "'
at the UCF Baseball Complex.
second. Designated hitter ScottMuhlhan still a good win. We are improving."
"I got into the rhythm and was throw- came to the box and pounded a hard shot
Muhlhan thought the win was cruing the ball well," Wagner said. ''I was over the center fielder's head. Muhlhan cial, but is looking fonvard to conference
going fast and not giving them time to reached third standing up, because of an play. ''These next three games prepare
think. I kept them off balance."
overthrow into Cornell's dug out. us for the games at Stetson," Muhlhan
Wagner was on fire all night long, Muhlhan was awarded foe extra base on said. "Still we could win none in the
baffling hitters by throwing a variety of the error, making the score 3-0.
season and, if you win the conference,
pitches. Overall, he whiffed seven batThetriplewasMuhlhan'sfirstat UCF. you go to the show. Plus, you get a ring if
ters, allowing only one hit and no walks. "He gave me a fast ball up the middle," you win the conference."
Jules Van Landuyt came on in relief in · Muhlhan said. "It felt good to get the hit
UCF 12, Cornell 1
the seventh only because Wagner was · to opposite field."
on a pitch count to keep him fresh for
Although they wouldn't need it, sec- Cornell 000 000 001· l 4 2
012 011 07x.-12 12 0
Saturday's game against Stetson.
ond baseman Eric Golden doubled into UCF
Van Landuyt came in and took over center in the fifth inning. He scored on a Pitchers: Cornell-Herrick ( L, 0-1), MacManus, Ryan.
where Wagner left off. He started by triple from first baseman Gabby Angulo. UCF.Wagner(W,3-3), Van Landyut. Hitters: Comellstrikingoutthefirsttwobattershefaced UCF added yet another run in the sixth, Telford 1-3, Matzkin 1·3. UCF Muhlhan 2-3 3B RBI
Run, Loubier 2-2 Run RBI, Wainscott 1-2 3B run 2RBI. and retired the side. He allo;ed two hits putting the Knights ahead, 5-0.
Records: Cornell·0-5, UCF 14-15.
in the eight, but no runs were scored. In
What looked to be one of the fastest
by Alan Byrd

Kristin Ragsdale leads UCF to
Victory. See page 7. (DeHoog/Future)

Lightning.deals for future
Jenny Duncanson
SOUND OF LIGHTNING
Tampa Bay is on ·a eight-game losing
streak, following Tuesday's 9-3 abuse by
the New Jersey Devils. The Devils
jumped to a 3-1 lead in the first period,
then put the game away in the second
period, with a four-goal lead.
With the Lightning rooted in the bottom of the Norris Division and out of the
playoffs, the organization has begun to
take steps towards the future.

Tampa Bay made some roster moves
before M.onday's trade deadline.
Defensemen Rob Ramage and Peter
Taglianetti and left wingMike Hartman
were traded. Ramage moved to the the
Montreal Canadiens. Taglianetti is back
with the Pittsburgh Penguins, where he ,
played the last two years. Hartman
moved to the New York Rangers in exchange for center Randy Gilhen, who
had two goals and three assists in 33
games for the Rangers.
On tap for the Lightning is a road trip
to Detroit for a Saturday meeting with
the Red Wings.

WHAT'S ON 'AP?
THURSDAY· Baseball vs. Cleveland St. 7 p.m.
FRIDAY·
Men's Tennis vs. Toledo noon
Baseball @ Stetson 7 p.m.
Golf Southeastern Invitational @Montgomery, Ala thru Sun.
Track Florida &lays @ Gainesville thru Sat.
SATURDAY· Baseball @ Stetson doubleheader 1 p.m.
Women's Rugby Tourney @ Gainesville noon
SUNDAY·
Women's Tennis vs. Fla. Atlantic 11 a.m.
Men's Tel}nis vs. Fla. Atlantic 11 a.m.
TUESDAY·
Women's Tennis vs. Fla. Southern @ulkeland 3 p.m.
WEDNESDAY-Women's Tennis vs. Wisconsin-Green Bay 2 p.m.
Baseball @Miami 7:30 p.m.

Richardson remains positive about Knights, despite-a losing record
by Jenni Malone
STAFF REPORTER

The Lady Knights basketball team
finished their first season under new
head coach Jerry Richardson in their
first season in the Trans America Athletic Conference. They posted a -4-23
record, 3-9 in the TAAC. The women
returned only three players from the
1991-92 season and started two freshman. The women will not graduate any
players and will return to action in
November. Coach Richardson shares
his thoughts on the Lady Knights program.
CFF: How successful was your first
season at UCF?
Richardson: I think we were very
successful. We like to chart our successes from point A to point Z. From
where we started and where we finished, we were able to document great
gains within our program, which don't
always translate in the win column.
CFF: What improvements diq the team
make this year?
Richardson: The organization of the
program, establishing a staff that
worked well together and getting a
team to understand the concept of what

we were trying to accomplish.We were
very realistic going into the season
and understanding our limitations. We
went into every game thinking we could
win, but realistically we looked for
improvements from day to day and
week to week.
CFF: What goals will you strive for
next season?
Richardson: One thing we will definitely want to do next year is win more
games. Winning is an attitude and
unfortunately that attitude was notpresent prior to my coming here. We
will have the same general goals as
this year. We hope to get better from
game to game and ultimately win at
the end of the season. Realistically, we
would like teach as much about the
game as possible and develop our players.
·CFF: How are you recruiting for next
year?
Richardson: I have been out looking
for where the players are. We have to
present an attractive enough package
which means we have to work on building our program from the inside out.
There is a new found interest in UCF.
We have been contacted by several
players that want to attend school here.
We are optimistic that recruiting will

start to be easier.

team leadership and experience. Both
ingredients will definitely be welcomed
players?
on next year's team.
Richardson: Right now, all we can CFF: Since the Lady Knights are not
offer is a chance to come into a program graduating any . of their players this
that is young, developing and hope- year, how -will next year's team benfully solid. We have coaches that are efit?
dedicated and enthusiastic about teach- Richardson: When we came in, we
ing and developing fundamental skills. had to start from zero. We had to introWe can offer an academic environment duce everything and knew we had to
that is good if not better than some of practice and perform those skills. We
the larger schools.
will be a step ahead because over half
CFF: Did any of the players surprise our team will already know what we're
you With their performances this year? doing and they can assist the new playRichardson: I was not surprised by ers in the transition.
any of the players. I saw players that CFF: Will there be any coaching
didn't know what their capabilities changes next year?
were and they had not set goals for Richardson: Hopefully we will get
themselves. They didn'tknow the value another one. No changes, maybe addiof what it took to be the best athlete tions.
they could possibly be. There is now a CFF: What were the team's best perrenewed interest and they are more formances this season?
receptive to what it is we are trying to Richardson: Knowing how to win
accomplish. We had freshman that usually separates the teams that are
developed faster than I thought they very close. In a lot of games where we
would, which is a plus for us next year. played well, in particular games against
CFF: What will red-shirt Tamika Coley Mercer, we came up short because we
didn't execute late in the game. Howadd to the team?
Richardson: Tamika is a very tal- ever some -of the games we won, like
ented athlete that has playing experi- the College of Charleston games, were
ence. She has played at the Division I
level for a season. She will bring to the
RICHARDSONcontinued page 7

CFF: What can UCF offer to interested

RACQUETBALL SINGLES "B" SIGN-UP DEADLINE IS FRIDAY

,

Flotsam & Jetsam
Re-birth after a shaky beginning

S

ince its inception in the mid-1980s, Flotsam
and Jetsam have become acutely aware of
how true the cliche "If it ain't one thing.· it's
another' is. The band has had problems with their
management and their label. not to mention that they
have' gone through four bassists (including Jason
Newstead, who now plays in Metallica).
Finally though. it seems things are finally starting to
smooth out. The band has found a bassist who will be
around forthe years to come, and now after releasing
a second record on MCA. problems with their label
seem to have subsided.
The band released Cuatro <which, as the name
implies. is the bands fourth album) this fall on MCA
and also released a video for "·Wading Through the
Darkness," which is touted to be the first interactive
video. There are' several hidden v.isual images in the
video which can only be revealed when the viewer
turns the brightness on the set all the way up.
I talked recently with Rots' guitarist Mike Gilbert
from Portland. Oregon, where the band was taking a·
break from their current tour with Nudeswirl.
Well, first I was curious about your
video for 11WadiRg Through the
Darkness." How ·did the whole
idea of the interactive video
come about?

Well, it was actually a concept
of our director, and he came to us
and said. "This might be kind of a
cool thing" - to have two videos
rolled up in to one. If you adjust the
brightness, you can see almost a
whole other story line in the background,
of why the kid is having the problem ... It
seemed like a pretty cool idea for a video.
How has the sound of the band changed
with the release of Cuatro?

Well, I knoN everyone has been saying this, but I think
the band really has matured. As far as playing fast.
something like that-we sbNed that doVYn alot We just
tried to make the tunes really heavy-wejustv.Kite much
more from our heart. than just going "God. this is great
:-it's fast, it's hard." [We] just try to stay away from the
speed stuff and write good rock and roll.
What direction do you see the band
heading in now?

It's probably going to be along the same lines as
Cuatro; just a lot more melodic and stuff like that. Just
trying to write songs instead of parts. Our last couple
of records, sounds like we're just playing exercises.
if you will.

From the articles I've read, I gather that
everyone in the band is kind of critical of
the first three releases.· What is it about
them you didn't like?

It just doesn't compare to Cuatro, you k~ow
nooe of them do. We had problems with production
on one. On another we had problems with the song
writing. We never had a permanent bass player for
any of these records. We had Troy for the last two
albums, and he didn't work out musically. Things
started clicking when we got Jason in the band. He's
a pal. He's real easy to work with; he's not a jerk or
an~hing. He's just a happy guy.
Which album did you have production
problems with? Was it the first one, Dooms-

day For the Deceiver?
My personal feeling would be the last one, When
the Storm Comes Down. It didn't come out the way
I wanted it to.
In what way?

What are some of your
favorite cuts off Cuatro ?

I like "The Message" a lot, and I like
"Cradle Me Now."
Most of the songs on Cuatro are about
pretty dark topics. What kind of experiences did you have that lead to such dark
songs?

The music business the last couple of years. It has
been kind of a dark and dreary little world for us.
nothing seems to be going right for the band. Right
now. things are going great for us, but over the last
few years we've had problems with labels, with bass
players and everything else you can think of. We've
had like a black cloud over us, but it seems to be lifted
for this record. Things are finally starting to happen.
But as far as songs go, it's just about everybody and
every day problems. You got to get out there in the
world; you got to try and do something. You can't just
blow things off and say, "Oh, I can't! It's out of my
hands." You can't do that. You just gotta get out
FLOTSAM continued page F4
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SHAMROCK
BEVERAGE
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Beer, Wine, Liquor,
Mixers, Cigarettes and Kegs
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"My G.P.A. went up last year, but
I guess that figures. A major university
study showed that students who work 15
to 20 hours a week do better academical ly. It's true for me. And I've got UPS to ·
thank for it.

"I know students who work for UPS
do better financially. I'm working parttime and making about $10,000 a year.
The hours are good too. I only work
about four hours a day, so I still have time
for classes and study. Chances are you'll
be offered a positiqn in Operations.
But you could wind up working in Accounting , Industrial Engineering, l.S. or
Customer Service.
·

•

Specials Good
Thru 3/31 /93

1.75 ml
80 proof

Copenhagen Croll) $2 .50
Located RIGHT ACROSS
FROM UCF in between
Kinko's and
UCF Credit Union

12223 University Blvd.

I

823-9370

I
I

"Think of it-great pay, flexible hours
and maybe even better grades. There
isn't another outfit anywhere with a
better deal than that. That's a lot better
than average."
Applicants are being considered
for your local UPS office. For
interviews or more information about
UPS , see your school's career
development or job placemenf
center. UPS is an equal opportunity
employer.
M/F

One of the largest 2 & 3 bedroom
apartments in East Orlando.
Call us about our move-in specials
FOR STUDENTS ONLY
(407) 365-8388

I st; I

WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.

~

UPI roELIVERI EDU

~, l

I

-- ·
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•Windows in Every Kitchen
• Screened Patio
• 3 Swimming Pools
•Tennis
• Racquetball

•Sand Volleyball
• Basketball
• Free Basic Cable Service
•Washer/ Dryer Available
•Shuttle Buses Available

From University Boulevard,
head north on Alafaya Trail
to Alafaya Woods Boulevard.
Turn right and we are just
ahead on the left.

Alafaya Woods Blvd.
University Blvd.

~
~

~

<

We copy all night
For most of us, there just aren't
enough hours in a 9 to 5 day. We know
that there are times when you' 11 find
yourself working around the clock to get
an important project completed on
time. And that's why we're open 24
hours a day... every day.

I
I
I
I
I
I Open 24 hours
I 658-9518
I 12215 University Blvd.
I (Across from UCF)
~

kinko·s·

the copy center

•
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A Chorus Line' shows entertaining history

Like "Cats" and "Grease." "A Chorus Line" has become a stable of musical offerings. Unlike those two. however, "A Chorus Line" is a musical that
actually delves into the process behind
the making of a musical.
The time is 1975 and a big-name
Broadway personality who has worked
his way up from the ranks of the chorus
line himself is looking for the cast of his
newest show.
Twenty-r:ix people have turned out for
the casting call; only eight are needed.
What the audience witnesses during the
performance of .. A Chorus Line" is the
mechanics behind the casting process
along with the thoughts and emotions of
·some of the people trying out for a part.
In the crowd is a mix of all sorts:
Puerto Rican. Jew. Oriental. WASP.
straight. gay. even one character who is
contending with being a former girlfriend
of the director who. for the most part. is
a disembodied voice over the public
address system which derides. cajoles.
prompts and pushes the characters to
respond to orders and requests.
Each person has his or her own story
and. along the way. the audience gets a
glimpse into the personal motivation of
each one - usuall some sort of miserable childhood.
There is SheilaCGail Benedict), the
cigarette-smoking. valium-popping
smartass who is dealing with the approach of her 30th birthday. a dancing

milestone that usual marks the end of
one's career on Broadway.
There· s BobbyCKevin Bernard), ayoung
man who has forced himself to forget the
name of the small upstate Ne.-v York to'Ml
he came from and who. in his youth. used
to break into homes to rearrange the furniture or Diana <Leslie Ann Hendrick.5), the
Bronx girl whose best acting job entailed
c~ng at the funeral of a teacher she felt
"Nothing" for.
Perhaps the shining performance in
this outing is given by Jill Slyter as
Cassie, a one-time Broadway dancer
who left for Hollywood and is back in
New York trying to get back into what
she knows best - dancing with "The
Music and the Mirror. "
The show is an interesting study of
character types and personalities. problems and providence. It rolls along at a
nonstop pace and is so well written that
one doesn't even notice that there is no
intermission.
Besides being a slice-of-life for ctors. "A Chorus Line" is also interesting
as a bit of history. At the time that the
show was released. Broadway was in a
bit of an economic slump. Ticket sales
were down and it took shows precisely
like "A Chorus Line" to infuse energy
back into Broadway.
One look at this showwill showyouwhy.
• bill cushing
editor in chief

t

To Eddie Murphy Love's Alright and so is marriage
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tOVE1SALRIGHT
EDDIE MURPHY
Love's Alright
MOTOWN

venture are some of the hottest talents
in the music business. Among those
who grace the album with their presence
are Patti LaBelle. Julio Iglesias·. Garth
Brooks, Janet Jackson. Stevie Wonder.
Paul McCartney and Luther Vandross.
With such aff eclectic array of talent.
Murphy has assured ·himself the album
will be a success.
Nonetheless. Murphy does not need
to rely on the standing of those contributing to the album.
lnst~ad. Mt,irphy penned the lyrics for
all of the album's songs except two,
"Good Day Sunshine" by Paul
McCartney and John Lennon, and "Hey
Joe" byW. Roberts and popularized by
Jimi Hendrix.
Perhaps. the one song that might not
receive much air-play on the radio due to
its controversial wording is "I Was A
King" with reggae masterS~abba Ranks.
"I Was A King" employs hard driving
island rhythm behind provocative lyrics
about slave tr~ding.
Once again, Eddie Murphy proves to
those people doubting his potential that
he is capable of producing items other
than comedy.

When a celebrity announces that he/
she plans to pursue interests outside of
his/her chosen field of entertainment. an
air of pessimism from critics usually
haunts the celebrity. Whether it is a
songstress who longs to act <We all
remember Whitney in the "The Bodyguard"), or a sports star who desires to
try another sport <Does the name Bo
Jackson ring a bell?), critics and even
fans wait along the sidelines to offer
consolation when the efforts fail.
• shannon graham
Eddie Murphy's dreams of doing dicentral fiorida future
versified projects have been subject to
the pessimistic people who have tried to
place limits on him. However. Murphy
THE PRODIGY
seems to have been able to accomplish
The Prodigy Experience
moving up the show business ladder as
EMI
a stand-up comedian turned actortumed
singer turned director despite the repuOccasionally something "with it"
tation of being a golden boy that has
comes this way. Flaunting brilliant
dogged him since early in his career.
Joining Murphy on his latest musical rhythms and driving beats. The Prodigy

debuted on Elektra/EL Recordings with
The Prodigy Experience.
This quintessential rave quartet
combine uncompromising electronic
wizardry with unshakable electronic
beat sequences to deliver a dynamic
package of danceable tracks.
"Weather Experience" is a surrealis- .
tic voyage of sound peppered with rhythmic sequences. Clocking in at eight minutes and six seconds. the longest track
on the album. "Weather Experience" is
not at all drawn out or repetitious as
some of the regular club favorites.
The Prodigy. comprised of
keyboardist Liam Howlett, MC Maxim
Reality and dancers Leeroy and Keith.
manages to annihilate the hackneyed
mold from which far too many of the
earlier tech no groups were conceived.
Instead of incorporating the uniform.
consistent and cohesive beat of
unoriginal techno songs that permeated the air at local night spots not too
long ago.
The Prodigy has given birth to an
album that doesn't rely on formula
equated beats to ensure listen ability.
For example. on "Hypers peed."
Howlett entices the listener with a
series of continuous cadences that
make the listener long for the next
eruption of high powered succession
of sounds.
The Prodigy Experience will surely
bring this Essex. England band the
recognition that it deserves on this
side of the Atlantic Ocean.

• shannon graham
central florida future

NUDESWIRL
Nudeswirl
MEGAFORCE
Though I am sure this statement will
piss someone off. I think that Nudes~irl
kind of sounds like what Pearl Jam would
sound like if they were decent.
Yes. Nudeswirl definitely has a Seattle sound to it. But before you think
"ugh, not another" let me say that there
is a lot of originality in this album.
Nudeswirl is basically guitar-oriented
rock. with vocal harmonies that call to
mind those of Alice In Chains. Guitarists.
Diz Cortright and Shane M. Green, also
make good use of a number of different
guitar effects.
The two tracks that stand out the
most on Nudeswirlare "Sooner Or Later"
and "Dogfood." Both combine excellent
guitar 'NClri< wth a two-part harmony.
Overall. if you like bands like
Soundgarden or Alice In Chains, you will
probably think pretty highly of Nudeswirl.

• dave bauer
central florida future
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there and do your best.

I know on Cuatro, everyone in the band contributed to the lyrics somec
whatc What are one or
two topics that are most
important to you?
The most important topic that
I see right now is communication. You've got. to communicate with people. If you don'tdo
that. it's going to be a downfall.
That's what I've learned over
the last few years.

I understand that your
tour manager, Eric
Braverman, is also in°
volved in writing some of
the lyrics. How did that
come about?
He's just a good lyricist. We
were searching for stuff, and he
has a whole notebook full of
stuff that he writes - he's a
writer, an English major. He
handed us some stuff, and it
~ounded really good. and we
were like "Hey, we got some
songswecouldusethesewith."

Looking for business,
marketing or any
major interested in
earning

·WINGS

money:
The sky's the limit.
The Central Florida
Future has unlimited
opportunities for advertising representatives.
Payment is made on a
generous commission
basis and the only
requirements are a
positive and motivated
personality. Prior experience in sales is helpful.
but not required. Call Bill
or Tisha at 823-2602.

•

The sooner you
start, the sooner
you earn.

•

Community Bio-Resources,. Inc.

•••
I

IS NOT A GAME

What were some of the
jobs you had before you
were in the band?
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always be needed.
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DID YOU KNOW?
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES.
THE PLASMA YOU DONA TE HELPS:

What are some of the
bands out there now
you're really into?

"We would like to compensate you for your
time when giving the gift of life"
BRING THIS AD AND RECEIVE $10 BONUS
FOR YOUR FIRST DONATION

Actually, there's really not a
whole lot. The whole Seattle
scene, I'm pretty much there's so many bands. and
they all have the same sound.
That's about the newest thing
I've heard, and I'm not really
impressed. If I hear it on the
radio. I'll change it to classic
rock.

AC/OC. I used to dress up like
Angus Young 'Nhen I first started
playing guitar. and play along it's pretty easy. you know, it's
basically E. G and D chords.

That's wild! I play guitar, and he's my biggest
influence too.
He is one of the best blues
guitarists that ever lived. He
can bend a note on the guitar
like nobody else.

.~

Call for information and/or appointment

1122 W. Church St. Orlando, FL 32805
(407) 841-2151

·ustenlno to the Whlsoers· Is a show of unique focus and format
that will Involve many subjects from human potential growth
movement. psychology and self help to metaphysics. Our show
will air every Saturday on 1440 AM CNN/WPRD from 5 PM to 6 PM.
We have many expert guests. locally and nationally. Dr. Dee Pak
Chopra. Professor Arnold Keryserllng, and Wayne Dyer.
Some of our subjects will entail:
• Co-dependency
• Sexuality
* Astronomy
•Homeopathic
Medicine

• Meditation
• Earth Changes
• UFO Investigations
*Addctlve
Personalities

• Color Therapy
• Women's Role

...

•Healing the ·
Inner Child

Our special host. Dr. Dragton. will guide you through these
powerful subjects. Come join us as we venture through life with a
program that will excite. Inform. educate and entertain you.
·Listening to the Whispers· will open doors In other dimensions
and thoughts through this maglcal process called ~.
Call (407) 671-3631

Psychic Today
available

• dave bauer
central florida future

Astrologers and Psychics 4PM to 5Pm every Saturday

~@1440
NEWS~
Headline

Flotsam and Jetsam win
beplayingatClubNowhete
in Orlando on April 10 with
guestsNudsswirl. Cd 8982328 for information.

Until Robots

• Patients in shock
• Accident Victims
• Provide intravenous fluids • Provide clotting factors
for bums, surgery, or
for hemophiliacs.
• New Reasearch on life
tieatments of illness
threatening diseases

I was a drywaller. Was.

Influence wise, who had
the most ,on you?

ff.•

AM WPRD

Call for your future
.
'299- NEWS
Sponsored Bv Enchanted Herbs and Oils

Something for those
_o f you who aren't taking

Kaplail Prep
We've produced more top scores on tests like
the LSAT, GMAT, GRE and MCAT than all
other courses combined. Which means if you're
not taking Kaplan Prep.™ you may need to take
more than a #2 pencil to the test.

KAPLAN

THE ANSWER TO THE TEST QUESTION ·

273-7111
Don't drink
and drive

